DEURNE
Deurne policy plan 2008:

“DEURNE NEEDS A REAL CENTER where people come to shop, have a drink and enjoy A LIVELY ATTRACTIVE PLACE.”

Strategical note Deurne-center:

“...it is important that Deurne-Dorp ‘picks’ itself up again and reclaims A PROMINENT POSITION within the district. (...) It needs to profile itself as the CENTER OF DEURNE.”

“To be able to REINFORCE THE CENTRAL FUNCTION, it is important to acknowledge the dual centrality as a strength and optimize the morphological and functional chances of both places.”

“The goal (...) of these centers is to reinforce mobility, as well as CENTRALITY AND URBAN CHARACTER.”

“Some effective strategical interventions in the public domain have to increase the URBAN FEEL as catalysts.”

Mobility Plan Oostrand Policy Plan 2005:

“Cogelsplein will have a SQUARE FUNCTION.”

BPA Deurne-dorp 2006:

“(The premise is to) SUPPORT THE CENTER FUNCTION and increase the experiential value of it by introducing a long term aspect to squares and streets.”
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